Emergency Political
Evacuation Planning

Sound emergency political evacuation planning can have critical implications for employee
safety, business continuity and the organisation’s brand and reputation.

About NYA

The security situation in many countries can deteriorate with little
warning, putting company employees and their dependents who are

NYA International is a global

living there at risk.

risk and crisis management
consultancy.
For over 25 years we have
helped organisations to
maximise opportunities and
operate successfully in
challenging environments
around the world.

It is essential to have emergency plans and procedures in place and
implement them in a timely and appropriate way. This helps to
safeguard employee safety and security, reduce liability and ensure
better business continuity.
NYA advises and assists in the planning and implementation of
emergency political evacuations in many parts of the world, including
conflict zones.
Comprehensive planning
Effective preparation for evacuation begins with comprehensive
planning. We provide organisations with emergency evacuation and
repatriation planning services, helping to establish the most
appropriate strategy and resources in advance of any incident.
This can have critical implications for employee safety, business
continuity and the organisation’s brand and reputation.
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Contact us

Plans are always tailored to each client’s organisation structure, risk
tolerance thresholds and operating environment, but typically include:
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• Structure, roles and responsibilities of emergency management
teams, both at a corporate level and in country
• Identification of in-country resources and assistance providers
• Staff safety, security and medical considerations
• The various triggers and phases of an evacuation
• Contingency planning and communications
• The maintenance of assets and business continuity
Implementation of the plan
Should an evacuation be necessary, the organisation will need to
access and leverage a wide range of global resources according to
the particular requirements of the location and circumstances.
NYA works with organisations to access the most appropriate
resources for the evacuation of personnel, whilst providing central
crisis management coordination and advice. We provide this service
in all parts of the world.
In our experience, there is no one security service and transportation
provider that can perform globally to a consistent standard, so
adopting this objective approach enables our clients to access a
solution each time that is fit-for-purpose, according to the nature and
region of the requirement.
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